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WHERE WE BEGIN
We begin with a name. Perfume River Poetry Review is named after the river
that flows through the Vietnamese city of Huế, once the imperial capital.
Its citadel, the former residence of Vietnam’s emperors, still stands and
overlooks the river. Its name in Vietnamese, Sông Hương, has less to do
with fragrance than it does with essence, as in spiritual essence, as in soul.
We begin with poetry. When I was a child, my mother recited poetry she
remembered from her father, simple poems that mark fleeting days and
seasons and sing about life, its loves and losses. When did poetry begin
for you? When was it you first discovered that words could bring you joy,
give comfort, sustain you, and create hope and beauty? When was it you
first discovered this magic?
We begin with gratitude. I could not have traveled alone. Perfume River
Poetry Review would have been just a fever dream without contributors,
those who offered poetry and support. The greatest joy in my life is to
receive poetry in the mail. Thank you! Gratitude especially to Harry
Lafnear, Dan Veach, John Balaban, Koetsu Akasaka, and poets from the
Willow Glen Poetry Project and Caesura, who have continued to travel
with me in my poetic life, this most lonely of all lonely roads.
We begin with Candice Wuehle, an extraordinary young poet, whose
poem, “4th of July,” is selected as the winner of the Perfume Poetry Prize
in this issue. Hers was among the dozen poems that were considered for
the prize. They were all exceptional poems and included in this issue, but
in the end, Candice’s poem stood out for its linguistic vivacity and
inventive narrative and because, quite simply, it brought me joy, a
boisterous burst of pure joy — and I knew that was why I write, read,
and live poetry!
With joy in my heart, I give to you the inaugural issue, the first among
many, of Perfume River Poetry Review.
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WINNER OF THE
PERFUME RIVER POETRY PRIZE, 2013
Candice Wuehle

4TH OF JULY
What size was your soul before you were born? After? Get
phenomenal. You showed up, after all. Our friend suspects
this car will carry us across the Pontchartrain on quarter tank.
She doesn’t know, but let’s go, let’s go. In childhood we brought summers
to their knees. Get divine. My roots were drenched in alkaline,
now my aura blooms always blue. Yes! Merci, thank you.
This is how we future. This is how we do. Did your mother’s hair
ever get long enough to whisper the dust the days she lifted you?
Were there blanks in your photo albums, too? The edge of every town
is an escape white as a frame on the night sky. Naw, sugar: stay
a little longer. Stick shift set on goodbye: stall. Sure,
the shore says this is the last good wave. But sweetness, all those
cakes you baked to keep him in and now here’s the neighborhood.
Bon, good: let him go. Tonight’s the night we work the fire.
Cover us in sequins. This is celebration. This is
the birth of a sensation.
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Sandip Bhattacharya

OF MEMORIES, BIRTHDAYS, AND GENES
I remember your house, the big house that
Would fill with summer-children’s laughter;
A house of books and nooks and many a cat:
So alive in my mind so long after.
News on the radio would start the day,
Then to the gardens we would tend,
And through the hot hours of the month of May
We would tinker and tamper and mend.
Grandmotherly lunches I can still recall:
We used to sit at the large round table,
And grandfatherly advice would be meted to all
Eked out by a tall story or a fable.
As I sit and patiently carve
My memories on this page,
The wet ink fades and this paper too
Starts to yellow with age.
I take your gift from the hand
Of your daughter — my mother;
In synaptic clarity I understand
What really binds us together:
It is a chain of tenderness
And continuity, implicit;
A chain forged not in suddenness,
But through time, bit by bit.
This chain is that which holds
The wide globe in its bind:
A helical chain that enfolds
The whole of living-kind.
But to you that which I owe,
Escapes a definition yet —
Memories, a way of life —
It’s more than a genetic debt.
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Diane Lee Moomey

KITING
My skies have not seen kites since ones
we flew at ten, at twelve.
We climbed the hill above the creek — snow
might still be on the north sides of boulders — climbed
beyond the boggy cow pasture.
Holsteins looked on with mild
interest.
We lay on our backs —
after the first run into wind,
playing out cheap cotton string,
not too fast, waiting for
the first tug, would it hold?
It held, always held, that string.
Holding the balsa tip, awaiting the grab
of wind, the thin paper bellying,
our shouts pushing it up —
we lay on our backs in the tall grass.
Rolling hills — today’s, mine — ocean hills:
so very green in winter, so ochre in summer,
so nearly bare — a copse or two, a cow
or two — hills empty and round and crying
for kites but bare of kites.
Quite bare of kites, children in my world
do not kite.
Then,
mine was blue, my brother’s yellow
with tails long and majestically multi-patterned:
strips from dishtowels worn through.
String all the way out, surely above the stratosphere by now.
We lay upon our backs, thrilled
to thoughts of sudden lightning, talked
about whether clouds could see us.
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Ruth Hill

WILD CELERY
… and didn’t God layer it nice, twice,
first in its Spring Fling,
then for this Fall Ball,
with doilies of lace
and dollops of diamonds and pearls,
embroidered popcorn silk,
and braided cord
dripping with tassels of icicle dough,
spiraled peaks of whip cream snow,
with sun to warm and melt,
and sprinkle sparkles to twinkle so,
white under blue for a bride like you.
Someday lay me down to die
under wild celery, heaving its
exploding fireworks into the sky,
toes in the mud, musing,
sweet compost effusing,
second bloom from the tomb,
this glory the story of
what’s already gone by.
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Jessica Sleider

SEDIMENT CICADA
Tymbals in my belly
click and sink
Somber stones
of a bellow call
Buckled ribs in
the bedframe that
I sing my songs to
Do we trill ariac
beneath this cover
Arouse soothing and
stridulate
Our pitch pure
Coming complete
My hard breath
rising to the
cicada’s rising
My dear, sing
in my tree
Then struggle for
seventeen years
Misused misnomer
for the periodical
nymph
Why is love always
under dirt
Something of grubs
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Robbie Sugg

SUBSTRATE
I close my eyes and see a tree
growing in my esophagus
the meaty bark, the branching capillaries
lungs ebbing tiding ceaseless
heart beat
eyes close
leaves drop
feed roots.
What thoughts have they but space?
A cavern ribcage filled with rain
Past life future
life
what do we know?
II
The center follows only the center
driven of its own accord.
Everything in the Universe is drawn
to Everything in the Universe.
“When left to its own devices
water flows only to where
it is needed.”
The oceans would plunge into the heart
of Earth’s burning belly if basalt did not stand
firm in its path

If no gravity,
That belly
would not burn
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If no rock
no ocean
no water
no primordial soup
origin of life
no single cell
division in the force of
some unfathomable devotion
to split the helix of yearning
and a burning liquefying lithifying
hurling mass flares up
among All Things:

dust, river, vein
tendon, juniper, tooth
a trunk, a spine, a root
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John Landry

a checklist for the birds of alcatraz island
what grew in me was not benign.
or mischief. you spun me
with a hope and a notion. voices.
november afternoons in the square.
low songs and veiled light. and
sweating. sleep was something came
and stole the night. we were never
hungry for boredom. you folded laundry
under pressure. you high-tailed it
out from the dream. at arm’s-length.
there is no escape route. away is
anywhere off the map our fingers
traced. sent our tongues as scouts.
whispers become growls. hearts
collapse like the ball you got
tired of carrying. i found the key
to solitude. you stuck your finger
into the fan. the saxophone i hear
does not belong on main street.
neckties leave welts around my
throat. i’ve spent three days
looking for you in this room.
the only picture i have of you
is etched into the roof of my mouth.
somewhere lies the perfect drain
to drop this key in. blush-cheeked
and unaccustomed to being told
what to do. fold yr hands on daylight.
lay yr head on a sleeve of dreamwear.
collect a lifetime of desires come
to flower. i am in the cuff
of yr rolled-up jeans. i have broken
all my mirrors. i eat peas from firm
and swollen pods. gather japanese
beetles in a squat. gasoline in a
peanut-butter jar. my day is riddled
with electroelocutions. you shake an
10

unmade fist. doing without things i
never needed. following a ridge across
the road where the rain rolls off.
on the bluff i let the wind untangle
you from my hair. dust my feet with
distance. dents where you pounded yr
head against the wall. yr leg through
the rotted plank. silent moon on the
silent dock. morning after coffee.
money. politics. war. yeah yeah yeah.
naked but for white sox. a sheet
pulled up around yr waist to keep yr
secrets from the neighbors who are
not looking in the window. re-enactments on the wall. everything is
everywhere. bent fan cools me. you
dreamed the blessed virgin in color.
instructed to pray for something.
couldn’t remember what. find yr hair
i used as a bookmark. you are the animal
i dreamt up in my youth.
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Carolyn Miller

STREET TREES OF SAN FRANCISCO
Crab apple trees blooming all over town!
Some brave, hopeful soul in the street-tree
department has ordered them planted
on tired boulevards and wind-blasted avenues,
in sad alleys and on dusty side streets:
little staked stick trees lined up and blossoming,
red mallow/rose madder/magenta to
candy-pink flamboyant pom-poms dancing
not far from elephant-skinned ficuses
struggling for balance, proud magnolias,
harum-scarum gum trees, gnarled pittosporums
smelling of jasmine, and — just in time
for the warm days of spring, and despite everything
that keeps going wrong — the ginkgos,
opening tiny green fans.
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Debra Kaufman

ALL THIS
Not just the flagrant orange maple leaves
against a lush blue sky,
not just that today is my birthday
and the anniversary of my father’s death:
not just the boys at soccer practice,
their shirts bright flags,
the brindled cat
sunlit on the sidewalk,
or the mockingbird singing
its high-wire song —
but the man in overalls
walking his old chow,
the shabby parsonage
of New Dimensions in Christ Church,
red-haired Mimi
pushing her grandchild in a swing,
the lanky boy zigzagging his skateboard
with awkward grace,
the sunken pink trailer
with its no trespassing sign,
Charlotte’s stained apron
and vacant hands,
the quiet girl braiding
her younger sister’s hair:
all this cracks my heart open,
lets everything fly.
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Lynn Tudor Deming

IN THE GARDEN
What I can say of that late afternoon in the garden:
the sun almost set, when I glanced off the porch towards
the toppled stones of the cottage & the smoke tree
in the half-light, & saw a nimbus hovering, where
it shouldn’t be, a cone of lime on the lawn, faded urn
in the center blurred with crimson petals, shadows
everywhere else — I’m not conversant with runes,
fork-bending, anything from another side, hardly
noticed at first, kept on reading — when I looked up again,
it was still there. Legerdemain of dusk? Lightheaded
from the one rum & tonic? Image bounced off a cloud
& set down in Fairfield County? I watched until
the burning flowers left & only the halo remained;
my cousin said, Maybe you had a vision. Something
bloomed & was gone.
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Ellaraine Lockie

ABANDONED GARDEN
Lying on the long side of time
a partially buried Meissen vase
Crackled like paper crunched in the fist of an accident
Its mouth growing sweet peas and pansies
A pioneer woman’s attempt to civilize an untamed land
As though she were out gathering a bouquet
for a quilting bee in her homestead house
when some tragedy befell her
The house now as much a ghost as she
Yet she lingers in these immigrant flowers
that survive encroachment from native clover
blue flax, sage and morning glory
Butterflies that pollinate from one to the other
arbitrating the struggle
Like the diplomacy of a woman
caught between a hardcore German husband
and the America around them
Between their children and the razor strop
that hung on a toolshed door
She lives in the flames of poppies she planted
that have burned through a century
of hailed-out crops, drought and grasshoppers
Today the prairie breeze breathes the same scent
as her heirloom handkerchiefs
The sweet violet toilet water sacheted in drawers
and splashed on after a well water wash
She lives in the pressed purple yellow
pansies that look out from
a grandmother’s diary and recipe books
Butterflies, as they take flight
in the draft of turning pages
Winner of the 2013 Women’s National Book Association Poetry Prize
and first published in The Bookwoman
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Karla Linn Merrifield

PREPARING JIMMY’S RESTING PLACE
Spring leaps toward summer
and this year after so many
years, I am domesticating
my west-facing garden again,
taming it with hosta lilies,
lilacs, hydrangea, datura.
I perform a cleansing ritual,
after one death, hopefully well before
the next deadly inevitability. I dig
in warm earth, drop nasturtium seeds
to give me my season
to accomplish grief
the same way I harvest
misplaced thistles, errant ferns
to reinvent a bed for flowers,
the same way I remove the weeds:
one at a time over time.
Thus, one man gone at a time,
one floral elegy at a time.
First, let me plant my brother’s song
by the arborvitae in the Poet’s Corner
paved with limestone lakestones,
polished dolomite that might anchor ghosts.
Let me perch a plaster boy atop the rocks,
its faux verdigris chipped,
its cupid’s wings and toes missing.
This June may I be his little sister again,
a gardener of brotherly love, but this time
I come to pray for broken garden gnomes
one day at a time, every, every, every
miraculously verdant day at a time.
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T. Marie Nantais

AUTUMN, 2012
There are many maple trees
and some still have golden leaves.
I saw a pair of cardinals rest on a distant maple
outside my window late this afternoon.
The deep red of the male is sharply contrasted
against the dark wood of the branch.
They overwinter as do the nuthatches.
The blue jays stay, too.
I hear the ships often from March to December
as they dock on the American side of the river
coming down from the St. Lawrence River.
It’s blocks away but the sound rings out.
The Great Lakes region is quite rich in soil
and many farms surround it. The ride up
to Northern Ontario around Lake Superior is majestic
and carries the First Peoples’ cultures on its winds.
The days are shorter now
especially with the clocks turned back.
I wish they would leave the clocks alone.
Patches of white bark peeled away from slender trunks.
The leafless birches stand attention at the cemetery’s gates.
I continue my very difficult journey.
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Patrick Hansel

KEEP MOVING
We belong to the dust, the dust
belongs to no one. Ask the bones
of Domingo, who crossed into Arizona
with his six-year old son, walking
through the mountains, avoiding
the desert snakes and the eyes
burning a hole through the sky.
On the third day, they ran
out of water, and on the fourth
Domingo began to run out, his skin
tightening, his eyes wandering
through heaven and earth, the heaven
you make in your mind when flesh
begins to die, skin for skin,
bone to its bone, the heart’s fierce
surrender. There comes a moment
in time where the mind can accept
what the body knows. We belong
to the sun, the sun belongs to no one.
Domingo placed his right hand
on his son’s head, drew a crooked cross,
commanded him on. The son
obeyed with his feet. The last order
of the living is the first wish of the dead:
Keep moving.
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Dane Cervine

THE DARE
The correct word, he says, is death
that had happened to him. Perhaps
it had only been near, but his heart
had stopped, everything just stopped
on a dime. Lucky
to have been in a hospital already
where angels in white lab coats
and fabulous machines pulled his
twenty-one grams of weighted soul
back into his comatose body,
waking three days later to a world
fundamentally changed, though
he could not immediately say how.
No memory of the past month,
including the World Cup soccer match
he’d watched with his sons (who won?
was one of his first questions after
the coma). But no matter, here
was life, still, again — and the basic
questions could no longer be assumed.
What to have for breakfast. Whether
to move to India, minister to those
nearer death than he. Anything
possible now in a fundamental way:
breathing, swimming against the tide
of world politics, standing now
under this very sun in the parking lot
of Home Depot where immigrants
still linger awaiting work. Telling
this story. Each hour, he says, a luxury.
The problem being how to honor the passing minutes,
as though a king had staid your execution,
given you the keys to his kingdom,
dared you to be great.
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Joanne M. Clarkson

SORROW HOUSE
Is it still called grief
all this time later? I
drive miles out of my way
this clear winter
evening
to see what remains of a
small brown house with its
monkey tree and blackberry
canes, its wide porch
facing water.
Will I glimpse you through
the window, shadow nodding
to woodwinds or arias?
Do I dare knock? I’ve been away
so long. Will you recognize
my voice though strangers
answer?
How I miss walking in with
the sunset, turning the lamp on
when you ask me.
Is it called memory now, even
with this ache? Or just
peace still alive in this place.
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Andrew McBride

MOM AS A SERIES OF EXHIBITS, DEAD AND ALIVE
Mom is vibrant color. Mom is anguish. Mom is the anguish
of cobalt blue glass, shared and unshared. Mom is this
crossword puzzle I started to create but didn’t finish for her.
Mom is a puzzle. Stop me if you’ve read this before.
Mom is silence. Mom is a packet of blank typewriter paper.
Mom is this typewriter she bought to type answers to my
questions. Mom wanted to answer questions on her terms
or not at all, on this typewriter or not at all, definitely not
in person. Mom is a lengthy series of unanswered questions.
Mom is this tiny painting of a house in Hilo or Kea’au;
Mom is this painting of the City of Refuge in south Kona.
I could not find a city of refuge — or sanctuary —
in her person. Mom isn’t sanctuary for me, is sanctuary
for her daughters and others. Mom is my exile; Mom isn’t.
Stop me if you’ve heard enough.
Mom is this large painting of Taos Pueblo; Mom is this
large painting of the KiMo Theater in Albuquerque. Mom
wanted me to have some of her things; she is the reason
I have these paintings.
Mom is dead. Mom’s remains, ashes. Mom remains. This
is not a true story or a story I get to tell: on a rocky hillside
(or was it on water?) her ashes took flight in a sudden
gust of wind. This is a true story I’ll tell: Mom is whirlwind.
Mom is the whirlwind of her death. Stop me.
Mom is mortar mixed with her ashes to bind the rocks
of this water feature together. Mom is this water feature
in what was her backyard; now it is her backyard forever.
This is a true story, the only other story I get to tell:
Mom is rocky hillside and water, ashes and feathers.
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Mom is the surrogate son, a man who sold Lou and her
the house on Albuquerque’s west side, the man out of town
at her death, the man my sisters were so concerned
for after her death. He was no relation. I will refuse
any more acknowledgement than this. Don’t stop me.
Mom is this collection of books, most of which
have a small “skm” to indicate she had read them.
Mom is this untidy, heavy collection of vinyl records
(classical, opera, musicals) — largely still boxed up.
If you’re getting weary, stop me and say “man up.”
Mom is the poster of a woman in a negligee holding
up a broken broomstick labeled “Fuck Housework”
she hung in her playroom in her final house in Hilo.
Mom is this collection of perfectly organized CD’s
(classical, opera, musicals, American songbook).
Mom is mystery. “Your mom had her secrets,”
Lou told me on the phone that first year. Mom is this
picture of her with her dog Missy. Mom is clearly
love. Mom isn’t. Mom is estrangement. Mom is
estrangement, but it wasn’t all her fault. Stop me
and tell me “put on your big boy pants now.”
Mom is in my system, Mom isn’t. I am “so over”
Mom. I’m not. I know we should reach some sort
of accommodation. Don’t stop me. Mom will be
with me until I die. Mom is alive until the last person
who reads or speaks her name is dead, until the last
person who thinks of her is dead. Mom is alive.
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Dan Veach

REDEMPTION
My mom, like many a 50’s housewife, collected
S&H Green Stamps at the grocery store,
pasted them into books, and turned them in
for toasters, lamps and other useful stuff.
And so, when I thought I had about enough
I went down to the store, and said,
“I understand you can redeem
your suffering for prizes.”
“Yes, it’s true,” they told me,
handing me a sheaf of empty pages —
“All you have to do
is fill this book.”
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Timothy Tomasi

A POET’S ADVICE
For Keiko O’Leary
Sit before the empty sheet in silence;
Put heart at rest and restless mind to ease.
Breathe deep, relax, and reach for balance;
Just teeter on the seesaw, do not freeze.
Let all your faint and many pleasures come
To you — now settled, poised, and calm — to rouse
And gently prod your memories; to plumb,
Then lift thought’s subtle fingerprints; to browse
Among the words that live in dream upon
Your shelves until the muted Muse unlocks
With kiss and frees the precious letters gone
To sleep. Unfettered now by drowsy blocks
That bound these bees in combs beneath your bonnet,
Your lines will rise like perfumed air: a sonnet.
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Renée M. Schell

CAVE PAINTING
Hold the charcoal, black as bear, make a mark
on limestone walls. Utter the words; rename
your fear. Send the sacred breath up in flame
as your kin huddle closer in the dark.
What stories dance across rock? The aurochs
comes to life. Ice sheets, arrows, the great cat.
No name but stenciled hand — you left us that.
Blood rubbed into stone speaks in aftershocks.
Let the way to the cave be like a child,
lost and mourned in the forest before eyes
were struck and blinded, before hands told lies.
Let rocks block the hole, keep the bison wild.
We strain to hear the echoes of this place.
Bone flute silent. Red ochre hums its trace.
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D. Eric Parkison

SAME
Life is flattered by life, because
Pinecone, artichoke, and daisy —
Each unfolds like each other one,
And collapsing to pulp, exhales life
Again. An ichthyosaur felt
The fecund ocean split over its nose
As the dolphin does, now. Herzog
Filmed paintings in a cave
Which imagined the motion of wild horses
In a repetition of legs: horses
Startled when showed movement, deer
Can’t move, showed light.
My mouth waters watching the fire
Blister the skin of a cherry tomato. My
Eyes squint against ashy smoke. A tear is
Made of mucus, oil, and ocean. An
Antibiotic, too, which fights bacteria,
Which collected in lukewarm seas some
Years ago, and conspired
To bring out from mucky shallows a person
Who might be dying while you watch,
And helped, too,
To bring you forth.
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Karen Greenbaum-maya

MONSIEUR SALUKI
He’s stationed in front of the cemetery and we pass
him on our way to the Métro station, on our way to
the café with the guide dog. He is arguing with himself
in reasoned discourse, laying out his points, weighing
each in his hands, one against the other. He nods: well
said. Full hair springing silver frames brown eyes dark
and liquid as a Saluki. Monsieur Saluki. He surveys
us holding hands, settles his fringed red scarf like
Lautrec’s Aristide; he catches my eye and calls to me:
Mais souriez, ma belle!
A beat until my French clicks: Come on, sweetheart, smile!
and when I hear, I smile to him as sweet as ever I can.
He tips his face up to the leafing white alders, he sighs, he sighs,
Oh, to be in love in springtime.
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Stacey Balkun

PARING
after Margaret Atwood
The water drops low
beneath the beach, features
flattened marsh grass full
of snails, stranded and dry.
Their thin shells crunch under our feet
like hundreds of tiny skulls,
small spirals of time.
Indecisions float
like oak leaves through
my head. We move further
into the forest, make a bed
of pine needles the color
of rust. I can hear
the ducks splashing,
diving in search
of something to eat.
He takes an apple
from my hand and a knife
from his pocket, splits
the soft flesh to show its seeds,
the core of something
we both believe in.
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Ronald Dzerigian

THE NIGHT ALLOWS A LONELY MAN
The night allows
a lonely man
to open and close
cabinet doors
to walk to the corner
and watch the cactus
move like him
not moving
the night allows
dogs to watch
as drunk women
sneak into bathrooms
allows disappearing acts
behind church pews
behind grandma’s couch
behind trees
the night allows
men to be men
if not already
and never lies
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Casey FitzSimons

IN THE SHADOW OF THE DAM
Your breath at my shoulder, could I have heard it,
would have marked the time. Instead,
’round the boulders loud the water rushed, made me
(save my blushing shoulder) deaf.
And trifling with the canted edge of things, grass and leaves,
the breeze raised peach fuzz on our knees.
And my skirt, its pleats turned over one by one.
And motes of pollen caught the sun
on their invisible descent. Sly,
the shadow of the dam, loomed
like future. I would know the sky was falling, soon
anyway, to occlude the now, so new,
so unready to tarnish into past,
a menacing horizon thrust.
We must have walked there, I don’t know,
and somehow come away, and gone.
Only the being there am I sure of (and the sky)
and long
to once more by the river lie
among progeny of rooted grass,
and cigarette and bee-wing ash,
and shadows halted in their advance
by force of memory.
I, on my back, the sky’s round
horizon ready
in your eye’s perimeter (blue, yes, and vast),
saving future, spending past.
And I, investing present in your gaze,
never tired of sunny days.
And time quelled, all but quelled, the trembling blade,
the falling mote.
Your warming exhalation stayed
the devastation of my enduring wish, bequeathed regret
in a roar of consolations,
flattening all (the grass and more) beneath it.
30

Lauren Camp

SHE LEARNED
Each new man was the one she loved again, and the one
she abandoned: the man who fenced and the one who sold cookies.
She followed the one who recorded his smiles, then courted
the man who kept drinking success in his boots.
One year, she steered a bike toward a man and a caramelized
horizon. Over sizzled greens in a rough-hewn bowl,
she ascribed wine to the insatiable body and hints of reply.
She needed noisy rinds of hope; no temptation to stop.
Each time she was duplicated, each time absorbed.
She mistook tremors for ciphers, and quavered with flavor
for strangers suspended in connections and banter. Soon,
she wore the eyes of her unimportant self.
Because she was not beloved: a single night, a bitter ale.
Because she was not particular: a two-bedroom apartment
on the 21st floor. Because she was not engulfed, she gorged
on the whatever it was, every stain and leak, lip and thirst,
the smirk of doubt, in desperation. Finally, tired of admirers,
tired of wearing the right face, she stood in the road in the gleam
in the rain sharing negative space with a man very like her;
together, they read unbroken light on some blossoms.
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Brian Cordell

WHAT DO YOU REMEMBER?
Bats spread across the sun from under a bridge, silhouettes
against the red glow of dusk.
Moments later, empty
sky, dark blue shading darker and soon to black.
People lined up to see them, to hear
the screech and flap of leather wings echo their own quiet thunder.
But this is a diversion, not a memory.
What I meant to say was I have never seen the bats at South Congress,
and what
you meant to ask was what have I missed most since
leaving, but I can’t answer that question now without saying something
trivial
about enchiladas verdes and how New York salsa doesn’t make me sweat
because for some reason, I can’t talk about honky tonks or listening
to music for free in the parking lot behind Stubbs after
a night of drinking and scouring the city in a Volkswagen
van, or how every day made me wish I was a musician or artist
or poet, but how most days, all I wanted was to sit and drink
coffee and read on café patios and how this made me feel
sometimes like Hemingway, abroad and living life
or how sometimes this made me feel like Hemingway, alone
and needing a drink and thinking about all there is to lose
in this world. Out here, the sky must darken on its own, knowing
that what it reveals is always an end, the way you must
know now, somewhere deep in the heart, there is sometimes
a trembling, a seizing, then nothing more.
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Carol Steinhagen

ANATOMY
1.
It was a geography of exotic places-superior vena cava, right clavicle.
Purple leaves of lungs
were folded over the brown liver.
The wineskin of stomach
rose over pink worms of intestines.
Narrow roads of ureter
led to secret regions-rectum, scrotum, pubic bone-brazen in primary colors.
This was our reward
for enduring sophomore biology:
plastic pages laid
one over another
to take us
through a jigsaw puzzle of bones
to long bundles of spaghetti muscles
to the red heart’s solid fist.
Here was our imperishable self.
Beyond zits and braces,
embarrassing blood and odors,
uncontrollable urges and surges-a body whose tomorrow we could trust.
2.
Tonight a magnified orange moon
rides low in a cloudless sky
casting its long sash of light
over the river’s soft undulations.
We pick our way along the shore,
careful not to trip over driftwood.
We doubt our bones’ solidity,
our muscles’ resilience.
We surrender our flickering hearts,
trusting the light of the perfect moon.
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C.R. Resetarits

ALICE AT LESSONS
We sit by the river, pupil and tutor.
“There are many fine trees here. Now . . .”
I have to interrupt, to express my surprise
at the placement of trees between the runs
of listing walls, which are all
of the same yellow-red burnt brick,
stolen from some demolished wall,
from some equally demolished time,
the placement I insist is too intentional
for such a haphazard city.
“Midhat Pasha,” my tutor instructs,
“a great reforming governor of the previous century,
planned to tear down the remaining fortress walls
of the ancient city and replace them
with parkways and esplanades,
along the lines of many European cities
but his plans had not been completed
but their remnants, like the remnants
of all those great reformers before him
for dozens of millennia flourished
with or without him,
amidst the rubble of ages,
rising green and fragrant and renewed,
gardens and groves,
oleander, pomegranate, fig,
orange, lemon, date-palm.”
“How familiar,” I return as if my thoughts are
swallow flights,
“the mix of odors, the slow burn of ancients
the sweet, teasing scent of vegetation,
the always old and the always new.”
“No, no, no,” my tutor blows.
“Always neither, never either.
Listen, listen, and name those trees.”
I circle and drop them upon his head like
silt and clay, gliding higher
from the wind of his bellowings.
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John Balaban

THE SAIGON RIVER
The Saigon River slides past the Old Market,
its broad waters thick with silt. There
the rice shoots gather a fragrance,
the fragrance of my country home,
recalling my mother home, stirring deep love.

First published in Ca Dao Vietnam: Vietnamese Folk Poetry
(Copper Canyon Press, 2003)
The original folk song or bài hát was recorded in 1971 by John Balaban near
Mỹ Tho, Vietnam. It can be heard, along with other ca dao, at
http://www.johnbalaban.com/ca-dao.html.
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Quang Vo

SONG OF ORIGIN
“Mơ khách đường xa, khách đường xa,
Áo em trắng quá nhận không ra...”
Hàn Mặc Tử, “Đây Thôn Vĩ Dạ”

I.
I am of you,
sister of the Southern plains!
Of monsoon rains
on the highland plateau of Đà Lạt
that bathe polluting smokestacks
and faceless miners from
holy fields with conical hats.
II.
One day when I return
will you wait for me, dear sister
of the southern plains?
You, your dress so white
mid straw houses, lanterns,
and banned firecrackers.
Drifting from the South
bright with chrysanthemums
singing borrowed love ballads,
to the perfumed citadel
or bathing in a village pond.
III.
Will I harvest golden crops in rice patties
and celebrate in village rituals?
Offer tributes to distant blood-lines
embedded into enchanted tales
or gather everlasting on a hill,
tasting the country herbs and mints.
Oh, my sister of the southern plains!
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I will clothe my transplanted flesh
in the green of jungles
and mountain tribes
of the delta and river ways:
banana leaves enveloped this far off son.
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Daniel Sundahl

DREAMING OF ANNAM, THE CENTRAL
HIGHLANDS
In his dreams of forty years ago
He has the head of a youth,
Classical nose ridge and cheekbones,
Pale and cold and marble-white.
He dreams of a single form
Feeling neither rage nor guilt,
Of concertina wire, sandbagged cantonments,
Of young Saigon women warm in his hands,
Who sleep and play and grow lovely;
Of humid air, dull-gray;
Of walking over red ground
Spongy to his foot-rise, foot-fall;
Of lung-straining sucking words:
Sortie, mission, holy.
Deep in the jungle he bends to the ground
To catch some soundless predictions,
Roots in the earth whispering
Stories of burning, blood sliding across his lips
Savored with the certain taste he remembers
Having been born years ago.
In the dream this is who he is:
A man staring at the face of his dead brother,
A brother who reaches for the tags around his neck,
Who pries his jaws apart,
Who stands one tag on end between his teeth,
Whose breath gives off sighs and anger,
Who slaps the life from rivers and hamlets he cannot name,
Who stares with shining eyes
At the footprints of men
Going on, fading, disappearing in the jungle’s trees.
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Elton Glaser

SEPTEMBER DURING WARTIME
Late summer afternoon, and the garden’s gone
Too far to resist
Any flatteries by adjective — the creamy mums,
Brazen hibiscus, asters ablaze in a ripe sun —
A world in love with its dying.
The last thin mosquito taps into my vein,
And why not give
Blood enough to keep its spent wings working
One more night? So small a life must soon
Lose itself among the many perishings.
Roustabouts take down the Ferris wheel
And the cotton candy,
Joining a caravan of migrant appetites.
Whatever the birds abandon on the slow way south,
The squirrels take up as their own.
Every bee stays faithful to a stubborn dream
Of sweetening the future,
As Eve, before the fall, might have seen herself
Doomed and redeemed, a vision in which she walked
Barefoot to a New Jerusalem.
Lampshades yellow in the living room,
An early apple’s pressed
Down to its sour source, and the trees admit
They’re glad to go. Have we all arrived at the border,
This side of no man’s land?
Now even my surly neighbor hangs a garland
On the front door, a wreath
Of pine cones and corn, for these pagan days
Before the distant feast of All Souls, before
The season of murderous snow.
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Doug Bolling

TRANSITION, PAUSE
In the bleached light of autumn
there in the woods
by the slowing creek
by the willows already wrapping
themselves in loss
what did we see
if seeing is more than
phantom.
Was it a mirage
born of old books
too heavily undertaken
forgotten, rising now
to make a scene
of what we saw.
And the sounds of lapsed years,
did they survive here inside
us only now to take flight
and become the sounds
we heard among the creaking
branches and moans of
trickling water in the
whiskered stream.
We thought to come here
and glimpse the feather
of death as it drifted down
and brushed our faces
and skimmed just above the
failing current
or perhaps settled briefly
on the bank at our feet
to take measure before
moving on.
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We wanted, I think, to be
real if only for these bare
moments and touch what
wasn’t there
but was,
as we.
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